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Welcome to November’s DMs Guild roundup! Every month I gather together some of the best new
releases from the DMs Guild. You won’t find many bestsellers here (though some do slip through); the
huge amount of new content appearing daily means that lots of great work slips through the cracks. It’s
my aim to shed some light on those undiscovered gems, and to give you some fun new things to use in
your games that you might not otherwise be aware of.
November’s post is a little late, a victim of the hiatus I’ve been taking. Still, I’m a firm believer in
“better late than never”, so here it is. Some of the products listed here have already become Silver and
Electrum bestsellers. Normally I try to feature things that have flown under the radar a little, but there was
some really good stuff released this month that it would be a shame to ignore.
As always, if you just want to see the products I’m recommending, all you need is the table below.
Otherwise, scroll down for the reviews and to look at the cover art.
Title

Price

Adventure Anthology of $9.95
PB Publishing
Jungle Treks
$4.99
Mole’s Magnificent Items PWYW
Scroll of Strange Races PWYW
Sharkfolk Player Race
Free
Draconomicon 1:
PWYW
Chromatic Dragons
Treasures and Trinkets for $1.99
Tier 1 Adventures
All the Dragons! The
$3.95
Dragons! Volumes 1 and
2 Bundle

(Suggested Price if
PWYW)
—–

What I Paid

—–
$2.50
$0.99
—–
$0.00

$4.99*
$2.50
$0.99
Free
$2.99

—–

$1.99

—–

$3.95*

Comp**

* I received a complimentary copy of this title, but paid for it after deciding to include it in the Best Of.
** I received a complimentary copy of this title. I also receive a royalty of 4% of sales of this product.
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